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Shadowbanning is a unique content moderation strategy receiving recent media attention for the ways it impacts marginalized social media users and communities. Social media companies often deny this content moderation practice despite user experiences online. In this paper, we use qualitative surveys and interviews to understand how marginalized social media users make sense of shadowbanning, develop folk theories about shadowbanning, and attempt to prove its occurrence. We find that marginalized social media users collaboratively develop and test algorithmic folk theories to make sense of their unclear experiences with shadowbanning. Participants reported direct consequences of shadowbanning, including frustration, decreased engagement, the inability to post specific content, and potential financial implications. They reported holding negative perceptions of platforms where they experienced shadowbanning, sometimes attributing their shadowbans to platforms’ deliberate suppression of marginalized users’ content. Some marginalized social media users acted on their theories by adapting their social media behavior to avoid potential shadowbans.

We contribute collaborative algorithm investigation: a new concept describing social media users’ strategies of collaboratively developing and testing algorithmic folk theories. Finally, we present design and policy recommendations for addressing shadowbanning and its potential harms.
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1 INTRODUCTION

“Twitter release me from twitter shadowban!!! I won’t talk about suckin and fuckin nomore. I promise that was 2020 behavior!” [22]

Musical artist Cardi B tweeted this plea to Twitter in January 2021 when it appeared some of her content was not shown in followers’ Twitter feeds. While Cardi B is a celebrity, she has a lot in common with many social media users, particularly marginalized social media users, who notice drops in engagement with content and believe shadowbanning is the culprit. In this case, Cardi B theorized that the shadowbanning occurred because she had posted about “suckin and fuckin.” The platform seemed to deprivitize her more adult content from appearing in her followers’ feeds. Twitter denies that shadowbanning occurs on the platform [52, 137], yet marginalized Twitter users sometimes believe they experience this specific type of content moderation. In this paper we consider participant experiences with and beliefs surrounding shadowbanning to understand how this surreptitious form of content moderation impacts platform users, especially those with marginalized identities.

We address the following research questions in this paper:

RQ1. How do marginalized social media users who experienced shadowbanning make sense of shadowbanning?
RQ2. What are the impacts of suspected shadowbanning on marginalized social media users who believe they experienced shadowbanning?

To answer these research questions, we conducted qualitative surveys (n = 71) and semi-structured interviews (n = 24) with marginalized social media users who experienced suspected or confirmed content moderation in the last year. We situate shadowbanning within existing algorithmic folk theory literature [38–40, 43, 82] because participants often developed their theories individually and collectively (within online communities) to explain discrepancies in engagement numbers and other signs of suspected shadowbanning. To understand how marginalized users make sense of perceived experiences of shadowbanning within the context of an unseen algorithm [104] and demurring social media companies [23, 114, 131], we explore and discuss the resourcefulness with which marginalized users produce and co-produce algorithmic folk theories related to shadowbanning. Developing shadowbanning-related algorithmic folk theories also represented participants’ resourcefulness within a given situation in which they attempted to overcome the information gaps and asymmetries inherent to working with a blackboxed algorithm. We make the following contributions in this paper:

1. Provide an empirical understanding of marginalized social media users’ experiences with, perceptions about, and consequences participants reported in relation to shadowbanning
2. Introduce the concept of collaborative algorithm investigation in which social media users collectively investigate and test algorithmic folk theories.
3. Present design and policy recommendations to increase transparency related to shadowbanning and communication with social media users, particularly marginalized social media users, who suspect they faced shadowbanning.

Further, in Appendix A, we detail how social media platforms have framed and discussed shadowbanning based on public statements.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 An overview of shadowbanning in popular and academic literature

“Where did the concept of ‘shadow banning’ come from?”
“What is shadow banning and why does it deserve our attention?”
These provocative popular press article titles point to a recent journalistic goal to understand and define shadowbanning [2, 28, 110]. In this section we synthesize past shadowbanning discussions in popular press and academic literature, to ground participants’ experiences in the surrounding context. In our results, we will discuss participants’ confusion over shadowbanning and difficulties defining this specific type of content moderation.

Despite its more recent popularity in media coverage and online, shadowbanning is not a new phenomenon. Cole [28] outlined an extensive and thoroughly-researched history of shadowbanning and traced its origins to early Bulletin Board System (BBS) servers in the 1980s where administrators flagged certain users and restricted their access to platform features [142]. Shadowbanning gained increased notoriety and popularity as a term when the 45th President of the United States tweeted about alleged censorship of conservative tweets via shadowbanning [124]. This claim became a conservative talking point in the United States [94] and Twitter was quick to deny this practice [26, 52]. The only confirmation of censorship claims seemed to come from Jack Dorsey, former CEO of Twitter, in a 2018 testimony before the U.S. Congress in which he admitted Twitter was “unfairly” filtering certain accounts in auto-complete search results and “latest results” within Twitter’s search feature [26]. After acquiring Twitter in 2022, Elon Musk drew further attention to “visibility filtering” during the release of the “Twitter Files” [84]; though Musk announced that Twitter would develop a “true account status” tool informing users if they are shadowbanned, this feature has not been released [100]. Conservative claims of suppression on social media are not supported by research [13, 46, 61, 95, 102, 124] and while conservatives do have more content removed than others, this tends to be because they post more content that violates site policies [68]. Shadowbanning and other acts of content moderation actually disproportionately impact marginalized social media users [68, 122].

Major platforms criticized for shadowbanning, including Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and Facebook, released various statements distancing themselves from shadowbanning and/or claiming it did not exist on their respective platforms. In Table 4 (Appendix A), we present some of the platform responses to shadowbanning or similar instances of content deprioritization. Platforms rarely use the word shadowbanning in their statements, but TikTok, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram have outright denied the practice by name [52, 88, 98, 114, 132]. When major shadowbanning events occur, such as TikTok’s suppression of #BlackLivesMatter content, platforms tend to frame these issues as errors or other technical mistakes [26, 29, 75, 85, 106]. Social media algorithms are inherently opaque, and as users and researchers we do not know how exactly they filter and remove or prioritize content [44, 58, 59, 108, 139]. This opacity allows platforms to wave off any possible issue as a “bug” in the algorithm (i.e., as unintentional). Le Merrer et al. [86] analyzed shadowbanning instances and found that perceived shadowbans on Twitter were unlikely to be system-wide bugs as the platform claimed. Blanket statements about platform bugs neglect users’ individual shadowbanning experiences and the resultant harms they face.

One content moderation strategy that some platforms (namely Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and TikTok) do admit to is deprioritizing specific content [74, 98, 135]. Platforms do not use the term “shadowban” to describe this type of moderation [74, 98, 135]. In an explanation of their content moderation strategy, Instagram admitted that certain content would not appear on the Explore page and certain hashtag pages if it was deemed inappropriate for the “broader community” [74]. Mark Zuckerberg, Meta CEO, explained part of Facebook’s content moderation strategy, saying, “We train AI systems to detect borderline content so we can distribute that content less” [145]. Facebook patented an automated content moderation process system that would “weed through user content” [77]. YouTube also admits to “demoting” videos containing “borderline” content from
their content recommendation system, stating that the demotion system prevents “borderline” or “low-quality content” from being recommended to viewers while still being allowed on the platform [62]; YouTube’s implementation of the “de-recommendation” system has also resulted in flagged videos experiencing decreased share counts on the platform [20]. In a public statement addressing certain content’s absence from user feeds, TikTok released a news brief recognizing the possibility that the site may create a “filter bubble” where a user might see homogeneous content on their “For You Page” due to the recommendation system’s algorithm [135]. Platforms create filter bubbles or algorithmically deprioritize content deemed “inappropriate” or “borderline” presumably with the intention of protecting users from viewing possibly harmful content, but users seem to experience these practices as shadowbanning [8].

Shadowbanning and de-prioritizing content are examples of what Gillespie [60] calls “reduction as a form of content moderation” in which, rather than removing content outright, a platform instead demotes it, often using algorithmic means to determine which content to reduce. Reduction is a quiet strategy for platforms, and is substantially less risky for them politically than removing content [60]. Yet people do not trust platforms to do reduction work fairly and thoughtfully, primarily because users do not have sufficient transparency into who makes these decisions and how [60]. Content reduction highlights platforms’ tremendous power to choose what the public sees, which often happens in a way that is inequitable for marginalized communities [60]. Recently, many marginalized users perceived shadowbanning to include added layers of misogyny, racism, and other discrimination due to how users’ identities related to removed content [17, 31, 53]. In this paper we discuss how participants often tied experiences of shadowbanning to their marginalized identities.

Shadowbanning’s impact might especially target marginalized people because content related to their identities falls into content moderation borderline areas, such as content that may be considered sexual or nudity [10, 96]. Recent studies have found that marginalized groups (e.g., gender and racial minorities) perceive that they are disproportionately targeted for shadowbanning [42, 103, 109]. Cotter [34] suggested that shadowbanning is one example of how platforms deploy “black box gaslighting” in which platforms use their authority over their algorithms to undermine user experiences and observations about platform algorithms. Are [4, 6, 8–10] has written extensively on the topic of shadowbanning, among other forms of content moderation, in academic spaces and via her blog “Blogger On Pole”. Are [6] experienced shadowbanning on Instagram when she discovered that her pole dancing content was absent from the “Explore” page on others’ Instagram accounts. Drawing from personal experiences with shadowbanning, Are [8] described the “Shadowban Cycle.” In this process, Instagram and other platforms:

- Fail to remove harmful content such as hate speech and harassment
- Face public pressure to address these issues
- Target content such as pole dancing that platforms allege violates their content policies
- Prove that they went for an “easy” target of moderation rather than addressing the actual harassment of hate speech complained about in the first place [8].

The Shadowban Cycle presents shadowbanning as a wrong but easy solution to public criticism [8]. “Borderline” content, such as pole dancing, is algorithmically suppressed [9, 10, 71] in the name of protecting users, but appears to harm marginalized users instead of stopping hate speech and harassment.

As it continues to become a more popular term for describing often nontraditional content moderation experiences, academic literature has begun to address shadowbanning and social media user perceptions thereof. Myers West [101] provided an early definition of shadowbanning in 2018 as a phenomenon in which “content is made invisible to other users without actually being
“What are you doing, TikTok?” Participants in Myers West’s study theorized shadowbanning as a type of content moderation where content was not actively removed by platforms [101]. In a 2022 report, Nicholas stated that shadowbanning means “to limit or eliminate the exposure of a user, or content or material posted by a user, to other users of the social media Internet site through any means, regardless of whether the action is determined by an individual or an algorithm, and regardless of whether the action is readily apparent to a user” [103]. Several studies have empirically examined social media shadowbanning and users’ perceptions of it. In one study, some Facebook users felt stifled and silenced by the platform’s shadowbanning since this content moderation strategy blocked users from appearing in others’ Facebook News Feeds [73]. In a study on content moderation and transparency, Suzor et al. [127] reported that some surveyed users suspected that shadowbanning explained certain experiences of removed or hidden content without any notice from the platform. While a Twitter shadowban audit study found that shadowbans occurred rarely, political tweets and tweets with offensive content were more likely to be shown to smaller audiences [76].

While limited academic discussions about shadowbanning have been published in Media Studies and Communication venues [6, 8, 9, 34, 42, 60, 76, 101, 127], shadowbanning has been relatively absent from human-computer interaction (HCI) and social computing literature. In this paper, we situate shadowbanning in existing HCI research on content moderation and algorithmic folk theories, examine marginalized social media users’ experiences with shadowbanning, and consider implications for HCI.

2.2 Content Moderation and Marginalized Groups

Previous social media research finds that social media users with marginalized identities face unique harms and challenges [68] due to major social media platforms’ content moderation practices [16, 42, 116]. Content moderation on platforms occurs both algorithmically and by human content moderators, both of which can lead to detrimental impacts for marginalized social media users and their online experiences [56, 90]. Users’ disagreements with platforms’ moderation decisions, including decisions that disproportionately impact marginalized users, highlight the conflict between user experiences on platforms and content moderation policies in the form of contested platform governance [128]. For example, Tumblr’s Not Safe for Work (NSFW) ban in 2018 was contested and criticized by Tumblr users for disadvantaging many marginalized users on the platform, particularly LGBTQ+ users and sex workers [67, 128], and, when implemented, prompted a massive decrease in users and migration away from the site. Both experiencing and anticipating content removals can have negative ramifications for online content posters from marginalized backgrounds, along with stakeholders reliant on content [12].

As previously discussed, platforms face criticism for shadowbanning and other unfair, often invisible [134] content moderation practices based on race [53, 64, 103], sexuality [51, 72, 109, 114], gender [6, 31, 57, 69, 109], and disability [17, 85, 109, 111, 140]. Certain social media platforms have been found to disproportionately shadowban marginalized users and their content. For example, Facebook and Instagram have been found to disproportionately shadowban women who post content (including hashtags) relating to fitness, pole dancing, and sex work [5, 30, 31, 112] on their platforms. TikTok has also been shown to restrict the visibility of content posted by disabled creators and LGBTQ+ creators from their For You Page, along with videos including rainbow flag emoji or hashtags related to fatness or disability [17, 51, 72, 85, 111, 114]. Black TikTok creators have also reported decreased follower and view counts after posting content related to race, experiences with racism, and the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement [53]. For marginalized individuals, targeted shadowbanning leads some to feel isolated from online communities and important information, and some content (e.g., related to sex and disability) does not reach the intended audience who might benefit from it [103, 140]. Users relying on social media for their income also face direct
financial consequences when shadowbanned, as they lose potential customers when their content does not appear on newsfeeds [32]. Sex workers report frequent shadowbanning instances despite adhering to community guidelines, which directly reduces their reach to potential clients and subscribers [15, 36, 48]. When posts about one’s own identity are shadowbanned, platforms send a clear message about who has a place on the platform.

Alternatives to traditional content moderation present possibilities for more inclusive platforms that do not disproportionately harm marginalized people. For example, consent-based approaches to sexual content rather than blanket removals of potentially nude or sexually explicit content might prevent platforms from erasing sexuality and miscategorizing certain content as lewd [123]. Online communities face unique content moderation challenges, and community-based moderation strategies can include both methods that punish certain behaviors and encourage those found desirable [118]. Tailored moderation approaches, like including healthcare professionals in moderating mental health online communities, may better support certain marginalized users than blanket moderation practices [115]. Increased transparency of moderation practices is another popular recommendation for improving users’ content moderation experiences [68, 79, 103, 127]. For example, transparency in the form of additional information about post removals can reduce future post removals by notifying users why a certain post faced removal [79]. Educating users about post removals also might improve user attitudes about fairness of removals and increase likelihood to post again [78]. Users might develop their own strategies for improving their platform experiences, such as creating Twitter blocklists to address online harassment, when a platform’s content moderation systems fail to adequately support users [80].

Content facing removal often falls into content moderation “gray areas” which both algorithmic and moderator methods cannot easily categorize as “right” or “wrong” [68]. Haimson et al. [68] argued that moderation practices should embrace these gray areas in their moderation practices rather than forcing content to fit into strict permissible or removable categories on platforms. Marginalized users might also feel compelled to behave or act a certain way, even if harmful, due to the types of bodies and behaviors content moderation practices emphasize as “normal” [47].

2.3 Algorithmic Content Moderation

Algorithmic content moderation can exacerbate harms inflicted by platform content moderation processes by obscuring moderation practices, decreasing fairness perceptions, and further politicizing moderation decisions [63]. Due to shadowbanning’s reported nature as a purposefully opaque form of content moderation [16, 18], algorithmic content moderation deserves particular attention in our attempt to understand social media users’ shadowbanning experiences. Repeated instances of shadowbanning against marginalized groups such as LGBTQ+ and Black users point to potential algorithmic biases [18] built into these recommendation systems that operate the TikTok For You Page, Instagram Explore page, and Twitter or Facebook newsfeeds. Concepts like algorithmic misogynoir [90] and platformed racism [91] point to how discrimination and harm against marginalized people are codified in large-scale social media platforms’ content moderation practices. Despite the previous harms mentioned, algorithmic content moderation methods might prove useful in specific online communities, such as pro-eating disorder groups, in the flagging and removal of potentially harmful and triggering content [24, 25].

Platforms justify increased automated content moderation practices with claims that there is no other way to keep up with their enormity and to moderate at scale [59]. Algorithmic content moderation allows platforms to consolidate specific content and then take an active role in patrolling communications about specific topics [27]. Algorithmic moderation fundamentally changes content moderation to a rule-based system rather than a “series of discrete decisions” [144], and content moderation requires platforms to make trade-offs between goals like cooperation and
abuse prevention [81]. Suzor et al. [127] argued for increased content moderation transparency at a “systems level” for platforms to demystify content moderation practices at scale. Increased machine learning techniques in content moderation might also be most effective in supporting human moderators rather than replacing them entirely [59]. Even content moderation appeal systems, however, might not meet social media users’ needs and do not increase fairness, accountability, user control, or trust in the content moderation process [139]. Algorithmic content moderation is specifically relevant to the present study because our findings and previous shadowbanning claims [8, 18] tie shadowbanning directly to algorithmic content moderation.

2.4 Algorithmic Folk Theories

When interacting with technological systems, users might seek to make sense of phenomena by developing personal folk theories [54, 83]. Toff and Nielsen [136] defined folk theories as “the culturally available symbolic resources that people use to make sense of their own media and information practices.” We situate perceptions about shadowbanning in existing folk theory literature to understand how marginalized social media users develop theories about this mysterious type of observed and experienced content moderation. Bucher [19] suggested an “algorithmic imaginary” where users meet algorithms and form theories about algorithms and their functions in order to understand algorithms’ social power. Folk theories are one possible lens for thinking about this imaginary and the impact of users’ algorithmic understandings on their behavior. Previous folk theory literature in HCI situates users’ understandings of content moderation [59] and how social media feeds function within the framework of folk theory [39, 40, 43, 82]. Folk theories in HCI about algorithmically-driven systems, such as social media platform content moderation, center platform users’ experiences to understand how they develop algorithmic awareness and how this impacts their behavior [40]. Making users aware of algorithmic social media processes, such as the Facebook News Feed, led to their creation of folk theories similar to those already aware of social media algorithms [43]. Increased algorithmic awareness can increase engagement on platforms and create feelings of control in users [44]. Users develop algorithmic folk theories from many different information sources and these theories inform their self-presentation online [38].

Social media algorithms rely on user behavior to curate platform feeds, but often there can be mismatch between user goals and the algorithm’s functioning [108]. YouTube creators found the platform’s tiered governance system too ambiguous and improperly communicated to them, so they developed theories about why their content faced demonetization [21]. TikTok users formed folk theories about how the platform’s algorithm suppressed certain social identities such as race and ethnicity, class, LGBTQ+ identities, body size, physical appearance, disability, and affiliation with certain political and social justice groups [82]. This “identity strainer theory” [82] indicates a level of algorithmic awareness in users who created folk theories around their individual identities and the platform’s algorithm. Karizat et al. [82] and Simpson & Semaan found algorithmic folk theories motivated behaviors to “coach” or “domesticate” the algorithm to prioritize or deprioritize certain content on the platform’s For You Page; however, Simpson & Semaan also found that TikTok users cannot fully “domesticate” the algorithm into always prioritizing agreeable content, resulting in conflicts between the platform and its users’ “personal moral economies” [120]. The algorithmic clustering of identity-related content can also result in the erasure of queer content that does not cleanly fit into individual identity-based categories; Simpson & Semaan found that TikTok’s algorithm can reduce the visibility of “non-normative” queer content [121], while DeVito found that TikTok’s algorithmic content clustering can reduce visibility for multiply-marginalized trans users’ content (such as videos posted by trans women of color about their intersecting marginalized experiences) [37]. In another troubling context, Moran et al. [97] found that Instagram users create folk theories to evade content moderation when spreading anti-vaccination misinformation.
Increased understanding and theorization of the algorithms behind social media platforms can lead users to resist the harms perpetrated by platforms in a number of ways. One type of protest, algorithmic resistance, is users’ resistance to the algorithms driving social media systems within the bounds of the platform [45, 141]. Velkova and Kaun [141] suggested algorithmic resistance as a corrective to social media platforms’ algorithmic power and the detrimental impacts such algorithms can have on users. Resistance to algorithmic systems can provide a sense of agency and upset algorithmic systems’ dominance [45]. For example, in the face of pole dancers facing shadowbanning on Instagram, one user found switching her profile’s gender to male remedied her previously declining engagement numbers [30]. Other examples include queer TikTok users resisting algorithmic silencing by reposting queer content previously removed from the platform [121], or transfeminine TikTok users using folk theories about the platform to navigate and resist the suppression of videos related to transfemininity [37]. Alternative social media platforms might also serve as a type of resistance against shadowbanning and the detrimental practices some major platforms employ [7, 66, 143]. TikTok users who believed the platform’s algorithm suppressed certain content related to their identities participated in both individual and collective acts of algorithmic resistance [82]. Rumored algorithmic changes to Twitter led users to develop folk theories about the platform and attempt to resist these changes [39]. Some of these acts of resistance highlight platforms’ major shortcomings. In pro-eating disorder communities, users avoided certain hashtags and found other ways to avoid algorithmic content moderation in order to continue posting and circulating potentially harmful content [55]. On TikTok, some young users evade content moderation through shared strategies by creating a collective “algorithmic folklore” around discriminatory content moderation practices [1, 87].

In the case of resistance and shadowbanning, some users develop their own algorithmic folk theories for working against the algorithm to avoid or reverse shadowbanning. For example, Bain [11] presented tips to get “un-shadowbanned” on TikTok, including clearing your TikTok cache and deleting then redownloading the app. As another example, Simpson and Semaan described TikTok users collaboratively amplifying the visibility of content by LGBTQIA+ and BIPOC creators that they suspected were suppressed on the platform. Others attribute shadowbanning-like consequences to hashtag usage or behaving “like a bot” [92, 130].

Since shadowbanning remains purposefully opaque and ambiguous, users also desire methods for determining if they are in fact shadowbanned. Shadowbanning “tests” and other tools claim to determine if shadowbanning has in fact occurred when users experience less engagement or other assumed shadowbanning consequences [50]. Guides Don’t Delete Art, an artist advocacy group, released a guide for artists facing shadowbanning of their art which includes methods such as “self censorship” via pixelation or cover-up and removing certain hashtags from their posts [41, 70]. Many of these attempts to detect shadowbanning fall under “everyday algorithmic auditing” in which users attempt to detect and understand potentially problematic interactions with algorithmic systems [119]. In this paper, we discuss users’ folk theories of shadowbanning and their attempts to understand, prove, and possibly avoid shadowbanning in relation to platform algorithms. We focus on the construction and contents of user folk theories, as opposed to the veracity of said theories. Next, we describe the methods that we used to answer our research questions.

3 METHODS

Our results about shadowbanning come from analyzing two data sources: 1) Qualitative surveys with 71 users who had recently experienced content moderation and 2) 24 semi-structured interviews with users who had recently experienced content moderation. In this section we describe our data collection and analysis methods for both surveys and interviews. All aspects of this study were
reviewed and deemed exempt from oversight by our university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).

3.1 Surveys

3.1.1 Data Collection. Out of 326 total survey respondents, 71 of them (21.78%) who previously experienced content moderation in some form also reported also experiencing shadowbanning. We focus on this subset of 71 survey participants in this paper. The larger survey from which we took this subsection of responses about shadowbanning asked participants about their content moderation experiences with an oversampling for participants with marginalized identities. Participants were primarily recruited using panel survey companies Qualtrics \((n = 37)\) and Prolific \((n = 31)\), but we gathered some responses via social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit by posting in online communities relevant to marginalized populations and through our extended personal social media networks \((n = 3)\). Participants were eligible for the survey if they were over the age of 18, lived in the United States, and had experienced content or account removals in the past year. Both the Prolific and Qualtrics surveys oversampled for racial and ethnic minorities, LGBTQ+ people, trans and/or nonbinary people, and participants across the political spectrum. The survey included 35 questions: 10 demographic questions (demographics reported in Table 1)), 14 open-ended questions, and 11 multiple choice questions about content moderation experiences. Table 2 indicates the platforms on which participants claimed to experience shadowbanning. Participants could choose multiple gender, sexuality, and race/ethnicity options, so percentages add up to greater than 100%. The survey was pilot tested and workshoped with colleagues, after which we made changes to survey structure and questions. We piloted a sample using Prolific \((n = 20)\) and carefully read through responses to gauge if participants correctly interpreted questions. We then fully deployed the survey using Prolific and Qualtrics. While collecting responses, we carefully monitored survey responses to ensure data quality. We removed all responses where participants did not complete the survey or if text appeared to be gibberish or computer-generated. Qualtrics compensated participants directly for completion of the survey in accordance with Qualtrics’ compensation policy (in either cash or cash-equivalent “points”); we paid Qualtrics $8 per completed survey response. Prolific participants received compensation at a rate at or above $12 per hour. Participants recruited via social media were entered into a drawing for a $50 gift card.

3.1.2 Data Analysis. The data on shadowbanning came from the 71 participants who answered “Yes” when asked “Within the last year, have you personally experienced shadowbanning on a social media site?” We compiled and analyzed these 71 participants’ responses to all survey questions related to shadowbanning experiences. The first author read through all shadowbanning responses and conducted open coding [33]. During this process, the first author and fourth author developed a codebook and used axial coding [33] to group codes into larger themes. The first author discussed codes with the other authors. After discussion we revised the codebook and themes before coding all data. Themes in our codebook and discussed in this paper include: definitions of shadowbanning, finding proof of shadowbanning, consequences of suspected shadowbanning, perceptions about platforms, and shadowbanning and marginalized identities. The first author and the fourth author completed a second round of coding on the full dataset noting whether the code did or did not occur

---

1At our institution, interview and survey studies are generally deemed exempt from IRB oversight; IRB oversight is usually reserved for medical trials and studies with more in-depth or long-term interactions with participants. However, we took substantial precautions to practice ethical research and ensure that we protected participants’ data, such as giving all participants anonymized participant numbers for audio recording and reporting purposes, restricting data access to the research team and transcribers bound to a confidentiality agreement, storing data on the research team’s secure password-protected computers and secure servers, and deleting all interview audio recordings once transcripts were created and verified.
Table 1. Survey Participant Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># of Participants (total n = 71)</th>
<th>% of Participants (total n = 71)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>50.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexuality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>66.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbian</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pansexual</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asexual</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>46.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants could choose multiple gender, sexuality, and race/ethnicity options, so percentages add up to greater than 100%.

for each participant’s response. The first author, the fourth author, and the last author discussed and resolved all issues of disagreement. The final dataset was annotated with 0/1 indicators denoting whether each code applied to each participant’s data.

### 3.2 Interviews

3.2.1 Data Collection. The first, second, and third authors conducted semi-structured interviews with 24 participants. 23 interviews were conducted remotely over Zoom and recorded for audio transcription, and 1 interview with a deaf participant was conducted through text over email. We recruited participants in three ways: 1. Contacting participants from the previous survey who expressed interest in a follow-up interview (n = 6); 2. Using our personal social media accounts on Twitter to promote the study and share a screening survey (n = 6); 3. Using a research recruiting service (User Interviews) and its internal screening survey (n = 12). The screening survey asked participants if they experienced content or account removals on social media in the past year, and we oversampled for people from marginalized communities (racial, ethnic, sexual, and gender minorities). The screening survey asked participants about their most memorable content moderation experience and their age, gender, race/ethnicity, and LGBTQ+ status. Interview participant demographics are reported in Table 3.
Table 2. Reported Shadowbanning on Platforms by Survey Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th># of Reported Shadow-banning Instances (total n = 71)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discord</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinterest</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeetMe</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Interview Participant Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>LGBTQ+</th>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Nonbinary, agender</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Middle Eastern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Nonbinary, gender neutral</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Hispanic/Latinx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Hispanic/Latinx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Nonbinary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hispanic/Latinx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Hispanic/Latinx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Hispanic/Latinx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Did not disclose</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We completed a total of 24 interviews. We conducted 23 using Zoom and one using email to accommodate the participant’s accessibility needs. All interviews were recorded and transcribed. Interviews lasted an average of 52 minutes ($sd = 11$ minutes; range: 38-84 minutes). After completing the informed consent process, we asked participants about their content or account removals and how their content moderation experience impacted them. We also asked about perceptions of content moderation policies and possible improvements or alternatives for current content moderation practices and community guidelines. Most of the results in this paper come from answers to the specific question “Have you heard of shadowbanning?” and follow up questions depending on the answer (e.g., “How did you know that shadowbanning was happening?”). Only two interview participants (8.33%) had never heard of shadowbanning. The remaining participants had varying experiences with and opinions about shadowbanning. Participants received $30 for participating in this interview study.

3.2.2 Data Analysis. The first three authors conducted open coding [33] using Atlas.ti. The first three authors began by all coding the same transcript to develop a codebook through open coding [33]. Our entire research team then met to discuss codes and refine the codebook. Once we reached agreement on all codes and themes and their meanings, we then coded interviews separately and discussed any disagreements throughout the process. The first author then used directed coding [33] on all interview data related to shadowbanning. The first author discussed this directed coding with the other authors throughout the process and incorporated their feedback into coding and development of themes around shadowbanning. Similar themes to those in the survey data emerged about shadowbanning: definitions of shadowbanning, finding proof of shadowbanning, consequences of suspected shadowbanning, perceptions about platforms, and shadowbanning and marginalized identities. Again, we are interested in users’ experiences and subsequent sense-making activities related to these themes, rather than, for example, whether user definitions or suspicions of shadowbanning matched any objectifiable realities corresponding to said themes [126].

3.3 Positionality
This paper’s authors collectively represent a broad spectrum of marginalized identities and lived experiences. The team includes multiple authors with lived experience across queer, trans, and nonbinary identities, multiple authors who are racial minorities and/or represent a mixed-race background, and multiple disabled authors. The authors are all marginalized social media users who are familiar with (and have experienced) the various kinds of identity-based harm marginalized users on the internet often face. The authors’ broad range of marginalized identities benefits their collective ability to build rapport with participants during interviews and to interpret and understand participants’ experiences with marginalization. Each of the authors also holds privilege in some ways, especially as highly-educated researchers at US universities. We took a reflexive approach to acknowledging our privilege and understanding how facets of our identities differ from participants and may sometimes limit our interpretation of their experiences.

4 RESULTS
In our results, we first describe participants’ confusion about shadowbanning - both its meaning and if it occurred to them. We then present the theories participants formed about shadowbanning, including how to “prove” it occurred via followers and decreased engagement. Third, we detail
consequences of shadowbanning and perceptions about platforms’ roles in shadowbanning. Lastly, we describe how shadowbanning disproportionately harms marginalized social media users.

4.1 What is shadowbanning?

4.1.1 Confusion about shadowbanning’s meaning. Our survey and interview data indicate that shadowbanning does not have a clear definition, which creates difficulty when social media users try to determine if shadowbanning occurred. We present results indicating participants’ uncertainty around the term and differing shadowbanning definitions.

Platforms do not alert users that content became shadowbanned. Without a clear notification mechanism, it is difficult to know when or if it occurred. For instance, P191, a white nonbinary person, said, “I never got a notice or notification. The content would simply be removed and I wouldn’t be allowed to post on my account; sometimes for a couple hours, sometimes days at a time.” Without a notification, P191 determined for themselves that they were shadowbanned. Rather than shadowbanning, this experience appears to be an account suspension or blockage. We cannot definitively say that P191 did not face shadowbanning, but it is important to acknowledge that they believe it occurred.

Lack of communication about shadowbanning was a source of confusion for some participants. When asked about shadowbanning, I2, a Middle Eastern nonbinary person, said, “People will be saying, ‘I think I’ve been shadow banned? Can anybody see this tweet?’ And some other times people might be, ‘I’ve been put in Twitter jail,’ or ‘I can’t tweet for like 24 hours.’ So I do wonder, is this a version of Twitter jail, but they just don’t tell you?” I2’s suggestion that shadowbanning might be a type of “Twitter jail” could expand possible definitions of shadowbanning to include not just content suppression but also invisible temporary account bans. Lack of communication and transparency from platforms further obscures shadowbanning’s definition and how participants think about this type of content moderation.

Shadowbanning and online communities arose as another area of confusion within defining and determining shadowbanning. P167, a Black man, responded, “I guess on Reddit, based on my history on my old account, I couldn’t participate in other subs with my opinions. In Facebook, I just simply disagreed with a moderator’s opinion and they shadowbanned me there.” In both of these instances, P167 attributed shadowbanning with limiting participation in an online community at the hands of a moderator. Unlike most other experiences of shadowbanning in this study, specific content was not suppressed but instead a social media user was excluded from participation in a specific group. P65, a Black woman, similarly said, “Group members could not comment as the group moderator adjusted the settings to allow only the group moderator to make posts only.” If these experiences are considered shadowbanning, this indicates that shadowbanning may include instances when online community moderators suppress content, not just when a platform itself suppresses content.

4.1.2 Forming theories about shadowbanning. Without a clear definition or understanding of shadowbanning, participants formed folk theories about these unique and unclear suppressions of content they experienced. Participants developed their algorithmic folk theories to explain how opaque and seemingly mysterious social media algorithms function to curate their feeds and shape their online experiences. In the case of shadowbanning, folk theories provided a way for participants to make sense of a specific type of content moderation which, according to participants, often suppresses marginalized groups’ content. Participants attempted to make sense of a situation they viewed on social media by categorizing it as shadowbanning, and thus by contributing to a definition of shadowbanning.
Participants’ most frequent folk theorization of shadowbanning was **decreased engagement with social media content that was disproportionate to previous engagement with their posted content**. For example, I9, an Asian nonbinary person, said,

> There’ll be times when I feel like, “Oh, people are seeing a lot of my posts...” Just based on likes or comments, I know a ton of people are seeing something. But other times, I would feel like, “Oh, I’ve posted a bunch of things in the last few days,” like, these things have either maybe one like or no one has interacted with it. And so I always just kind of assumed maybe it was timing or maybe people, my friends, were less active on Facebook at that time or they just weren’t as interested in that content. But actually, I’m not sure. Maybe that’s kind of shadowbanning happening where my posts are really intentionally not being shown to people.

While discussing experiences with lack of engagement with their content, I9 arrived at shadowbanning as a possible explanation for this lack of engagement with content. I9, however, was not certain they experienced shadowbanning or that shadowbanning is the right term for this incident. There are possible other explanations that participants theorized, such as timing of the post or type of content. I23, a South Asian (Indian) man, proposed the following definition and theories about shadowbanning:

> Basically, your posts are not being visible to other people. Like you don’t know that you’re banned. But I mean, basically, other people can’t see your posts and stories. Because it has happened to a few friends of mine. I guess. I’ve heard from a friend. I don’t think it happened to me. I mean, I wouldn’t know if I was shadowbanned, because that’s the whole point of it.

I23 did not experience shadowbanning personally, at least that he knew of, but formed this definition from experiences shared by friends. I23 also contributed the theory that one purpose of shadowbanning is to limit the spread of certain content without officially blocking or removing the content on social media. Based on this logic, users will not realize they were shadowbanned if the platform’s shadowbanning efforts are successful. This further complicates attempts to define shadowbanning and users’ abilities to determine if it occurred, which leads people to form folk theories about shadowbanning.

Participants who formed theories about what shadowbanning is also sometimes took this theorization a step further to theorize ways to prove that shadowbanning occurred. For example, I24, a South Asian (Indian) man, proposed:

> I don’t think there’s always even a way to get unshadowbanned. I know people have brought up that you could think of a subreddit or a bot you could interact with and it will tell you your shadowbans. And I guess they check that by seeing a test account or a dummy account. And if they can see your posts being presented in the summary or some overview if you can see it then they can tell you’re not shadowbanned. But if they don’t see anything when you’re posting something then they would tell you you’re shadowbanned.

According to I24, social media users developed bots or subreddits to perform an algorithmic audit of specific posts that would determine whether one’s account had been shadowbanned. Since platforms claim that shadowbanning does not occur, there is not a traditional appeal process or avenue for reinstating moderated content. Participants were most concerned with determining whether or not their account and/or specific content faced shadowbanning.

But how do people attempt to confirm whether shadowbanning is actually happening? For participants in our study, relying on feedback from social media followers and monitoring engagement with accounts or content were the most common methods among participants.
for determining shadowbanning. In the following section we discuss these two strategies in detail.

4.2 Have I been shadowbanned?

Participants theorized two main methods for determining shadowbanning: 1. Friends and followers confirming shadowbanning; 2. Monitoring changes in engagement. Confirmation from others often manifested as followers confirming whether or not they could see a posted video in their feeds. To monitor engagement, participants would often compare engagement numbers of similar posts across a period of time. Drastic drops in engagement from one video to the next would often lead participants to blame shadowbanning.

4.2.1 Friends/followers confirm shadowbanning. Confirming with followers or friends on social media was a frequent strategy for participants to determine if shadowbanning occurred. This usually meant participants suspected they were shadowbanned, and then recruited followers for assistance or were alerted of the shadowbanning by their followers. Without clear definitions from platforms or definitive mechanisms for determining shadowbanning, users are left to theorize for themselves if shadowbanning occurred to their accounts or content. For participants in our study, social media followers and friends acted as co-investigators with participants. P39, a Black woman, said, “I realized I was shadowbanned after some mutuals mentioned not seeing my post.” Since there was no notification from the platform, P39 could not confirm for herself that the post was shadowbanned.

Other participants discussed content creators and social media users specifically asking friends or followers to confirm whether they could see specific content. I23, a South Asian (Indian) man, discussed friends’ experiences with shadowbanning:

So they got to know that they were shadowbanned, because usually people engage with them. And they put such stories or posts, and people react to their story… But they didn’t have that coming up. So they contacted their other friends. They’re like, “Hey, what’s going on?” And they’ll [the friends] be like, “Oh, yeah, we can’t see any of your stories and posts.”

I23’s friends realized, based on reduced engagement levels, that some type of moderation or suppression occurred with their social justice-related content. This participant’s social justice content involved criticisms of the Hindutva Indian government’s treatment of Muslims and LGBTQIA+ people. When asked about shadowbanned content, P244, a white man, described, “I know they shadowbanned it because no one reacted to it, and no way no one would react to something like this. I tagged friends to make sure they could see it.” P244 tagged specific friends to ensure that they saw the specific post. P244 suspected shadowbanning, although it is possible the tagged individuals chose not to interact with his post. I23 and P244’s responses highlight how relying on others to confirm shadowbanning is one strategy people use when faced with substantial uncertainty about this specific type of content moderation. Reliance on others to prove shadowbanning, in lieu of notification from the platform, shifts the burden to users. Users rely on the kindness of friends and often strangers to confirm, but not everyone has the capacity or reach to use this strategy effectively.

Determining shadowbanning via confirmation by followers relies on other social media users’ reciprocity. For example, I23 described an instance when mutuals reached out about a lack of engagement on her post, which alerted her to potential shadowbanning. Without followers’ interventions, I23 might not have realized anything happened to her content. When discussing shadowbanning experiences, I21, an Asian American woman, described being on the other side of this reciprocal support:
They’ll be people I follow, and I’ll see them posting things like, “Oh, I think I’m shadowbanned, like, can you see this video? Can you let me know?” And then those will just like, come up randomly and I’ll be like, “Oh, I saw your videos. So you should be fine.”

Here, I21 acted as an engaged and benevolent follower and confirmed to those who suspected shadowbanning that she could in fact see their content in her feed. Unlike other types of content moderation where users receive a notification from platforms and possible avenues for appeal, there are no definitive notices that shadowbanning occurred. Thus, social media users must work collaboratively to investigate suspected algorithmic content suppression.

4.2.2 Monitoring engagement with content. In addition to the reliance on followers for shadowbanning confirmation, some participants determined shadowbanning through social media engagement statistics. This often meant comparing content posted at different times and recognizing an abnormal lack of engagement when compared to previous engagement levels. The type of engagement varied across platforms but often led participants to naming shadowbanning as the reason for irregularities in video views or like counts. TikTok was the most mentioned platform where users observed or deployed this strategy.

Often, participants considered a lack of views or likes on certain content to be definitive proof that shadowbanning did in fact occur. P143, a biracial woman, responded, “My videos on TikTok would be up for hours with zero views, and I have a good amount of followers and am not private. My video was simply not being shown.” Based on P143’s past TikTok posts and knowledge of the platform’s algorithm behind the For You Page, she found shadowbanning to be the only explanation for her video’s reduced engagement. When making this assessment, P143 considered amount of time since posting, amount of followers, and account privacy measures. I7, a Mixed (Chinese and Hispanic/Latinx) nonbinary person, similarly arrived at shadowbanning as an explanation for lower views when posting about their trans identity and trans health-related content. I7 said:

A couple of times I was answering people’s questions, but since TikTok didn’t like my content, they didn’t push it to the For You Page like they have my other content. And so content that I was making with resources that people had specifically asked for, had gotten shadowbanned, and had gotten, like, 12 views on them. And I averaged around, like, 107 views, like, 180 views per video? So like, 11 is like, “Oh, cool, okay. What are you doing, TikTok?”

I7 considered specific view counts to determine whether their content had been shadowbanned. Both P143 and I7 noted a disparity between the number of views different videos received, and cited these disparities as evidence of shadowbanning. They also blamed the specific platform (TikTok) for this lack of engagement, which we discuss further later in this paper.

Participants prevalently mentioned TikTok in their shadowbanning experiences, specifically a lack of views and the importance of the For You Page. The For You Page serves as the main landing page for TikTok in which videos are algorithmically curated for users based on previous activity on the platform. Several participants identified absence from the For You Page as the specific type of shadowbanning they experienced, and attributed the abnormal reduction in video views to this absence. P166, a white woman, answered, “My videos are no longer being shown on the For You Page, and are barely reaching any of my followers; I’ve noticed a HUGE drop in views on my videos and people have even commented that they haven’t seen me in a while.” Platform specifics, such as the TikTok For You Page, can create an online environment where shadowbanning is both more noticeable and more consequential. Creators on TikTok rely on the platform’s algorithms to appear on the For You Page of other users. Users of the platform also may feel less control over their digital selves [120] due to the platform’s affordances. If there is a noticeable decrease in engagement,
participants are likely to blame it on the feature that determines popularity of content, the For You Page and its algorithm in this instance.

Participants discovered shadowbanning via lack of engagement on other platforms, although not as often as on TikTok. For example, P168, a white man, said:

I noticed a significant reduction in the amount of likes and retweets (and general interactions) I was receiving particularly on Twitter only to find out that I was shadowbanned. I did not show up in searches or anything for a couple of weeks.

On Twitter, engagement took the form of likes and retweets for P168. P168 also described not appearing in searches on Twitter, which no other participant mentioned as a component of shadowbanning. It is unclear how exactly appearing in searches fits into shadowbanning, which emphasizes the confusion around this social media phenomenon. Likes and retweets were the main unit of measure in P168’s example while other participants who discussed engagement on TikTok were more concerned with views. The engagement parameters participants relied on for determining shadowbanning were context dependent. Participants used similar strategies but different measures across platforms.

4.3 Consequences of suspected shadowbanning

Participants in both our survey and interviews reported direct consequences of shadowbanning. These consequences included frustration, loss of followers, decreased platform usage, and potential financial implications. Consequences predominantly arose from decreased engagement with content and/or an inability to post specific content due to shadowbanning.

Several participants expressed frustration, sadness, and other negative feelings as a result of shadowbanning. P189, a white man, expressed, “I felt frustrated because I did not expect something like that to happen to my account whatsoever.” In certain instances, participants responded with decreased account activity or deleting their account altogether. P245, an Asian man, said, “It was a very bad experience as I was so annoyed that I thought to delete my account.” When noticing shadowbanning or other irregularities online that one might label shadowbanning, a response like P245’s to disengage with the platform might seem like the user’s only option. With no definitive “proof” and no mechanism for contacting or appealing the platform, users feel as if nothing can be done about shadowbanning. I20, a Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander woman, responded:

Recently I’ve just been spending a bit more time on TikTok than I’d like, but I’ve been inspired to create more creative content, but the thing is because my account is now shadowbanned I don’t think I could ever really post on that account specifically... There just wouldn’t be much fulfillment. Obviously, I can post for myself, but it’s nice to share my content with the world, and knowing that that account is not gonna happen is kinda sad

I20 felt discouraged from using TikTok due to suspected shadowbanning of her content. The lack of engagement caused by suspected shadowbanning removed some of the fulfillment she felt when posting content on the platform and the lack of this external validation via views, likes, comments, and shares on TikTok resulted in negativity.

Some of these negative consequences caused participants to reevaluate their place in a specific online community or on a social media platform. I20 felt deprived of a space she came to enjoy as a creative outlet. I6, a mixed race (Chinese and Hispanic/Latinx) nonbinary person, had a similar relationship and experience with TikTok, although they came to an almost opposite conclusion with these negative feelings. I6 said:

“Made me mad” is an understatement. But it made me feel a little bit discouraged that, like, my body is still being “dinged” by an algorithm that is arbitrarily defined. And it
makes me go "Oh, should I just not post trans content anymore? Should I just like stop posting on TikTok?" And I was like, "Well, no!" Because people are clearly, like, "We need to see more of this." And so I think it more lit a fire under my ass to be, like, "I will keep doing this then, and I will keep fighting it." And, like, it would suck if my account went away? But if that were to happen, I probably would just start passively consuming media again.

In this instance, I6 posted content related to their trans identity and experienced anger when some of this content appeared to be shadowbanned. I6 evaluated their place on TikTok and considered stopping production of trans-related content. Instead of deleting their account or stopping, they decided to keep posting despite the shadowbanning. Although some might be similarly empowered to keep posting content they believe a platform is attempting to suppress, not everyone can afford to have the same response.

Another consequence of shadowbanning that participants identified was potential financial implications. For example, P117, a Hispanic/Latino woman, said “My engagement had dropped abruptly and no one could see me, stunting my business.” She faced a material consequence due to a decrease in engagement. When one’s income relies on social media, shadowbanning can directly impact one’s reach and earning potential.

Sex workers are one group who became increasingly reliant on social media platforms for income and engagement, especially in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic and the 2017 passage of the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act and Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA-FOSTA) in the United States [16, 122]. SESTA-FOSTA caused many internet platforms to remove sex workers’ previously supported online content due to fears of liability for hosting content under the law [16]. I12, a Hispanic/Latinx woman, responded:

Yeah, I definitely have seen posts from sex workers that mentioned, you know, being shadowbanned affects them just because they’re getting less engagement. They’re getting less people going to their websites, and purchasing their services, their videos. So while I don’t talk to sex workers, personally, the ones that I do follow on Twitter, have mentioned that it has affected them greatly because of that.

I12 presents sex workers as a particular group harmed by shadowbanning. I12 continued, “I know that with Facebook and Twitter and all that where just them talking about ‘I have an OnlyFans’ will get you shadowbanned.” Sex workers face disproportionate amounts of shadowbanning and are impacted more intensely and more frequently than other social media users [16]. Discussions of sex work allowable within community guidelines, such as mentioning OnlyFans, could directly lead to shadowbanning in order to keep content off platforms. Sex workers who also identify as activists, organizers, or protesters additionally report financial losses, disruption of movements, inability to access mutual aid efforts, and restriction from social media marketing tools that non-sexworkers use on platforms [16]. There is a direct monetary consequence when sex workers’ content is suppressed and potential subscribers or clients do not see their content. I12’s response also raises concerns shared by other participants that specific types of content or accounts are subject to shadowbanning. We discuss this further in the next section.

## 4.4 Perceptions about platforms and their role in shadowbanning

Some participants blamed shadowbanning on social media platforms and their possible ulterior motives for suppressing certain types of content. As previously discussed, platforms deny shadow-banning, yet social media users’ experiences indicate that something unusual is happening to their content. The lack of information about what participants name as shadowbanning leads them to blame social media companies and theorize possible explanations for shadowbanning. When asked
why she was shadowbanned, P89, a biracial woman, responded, “I am not sure, but there is evidence to support that TikTok does this to punish creators and maintain an agenda.” TikTok has previously denied shadowbanning allegations [114] but did admit to suppression of certain content from marginalized users [17, 51]. P89 presented shadowbanning as a result of TikTok’s alleged agenda and as a punitive measure against certain creators. Several participants attributed shadowbanning to a bias held by the platform. In reference to shadowbanning, P238, a white woman, said, “I believe that the social media platforms have an agenda, particularly Twitter, and they don’t even attempt to hide it. They have political bias.” According to P238, the bias is specifically political and content is shadowbanned when is does not fit Twitter’s alleged agenda.

Not all participants expressed certainty in the supposed platform agendas or the reasoning for shadowbanning specific content and people. I15, a Black woman, responded, “I know that companies will never admit this, but like, what is the truth? Like, are you shadowbanning queer people? Or... plus sized people or anything like that? They’re not going to admit it, but I would like to know.” I15 recognized the reality that most likely platforms will not officially admit to shadowbanning. I15 also presented the possibility that platforms’ goals of shadowbanning are to suppress certain people or bodies without officially removing their content or removing them from the platform.

The nature of shadowbanning leaves much room for confusion and speculation by social media users. Denying shadowbanning while users experience and claim to prove shadowbanning leads to folk theory creation in order to explain this obscure, indirect, and observable type of content moderation. All of this murkiness related to shadowbanning led some participants to consider why platforms participate in this practice. I9, an Asian (Chinese American) nonbinary person, said:

Yeah, there’s also just other stuff that I always just vaguely attributed to the algorithm, whatever that means. Just thinking, “Oh, I used to see so many posts from this person in my feed and I haven’t seen it for a while.” And then I would go to their profile and then I’ll see, “Oh, they have been posting actively all this time. I’m just not seeing their posts.” So I was never really sure what that was. I thought maybe, “Oh Facebook algorithm just is being fickle and they think I’m more interested in these other people’s posts.” But yeah, it is possible maybe it’s something to do with what things those people post that Facebook doesn’t want me to see those posts anymore.

I9 mentions that shadowbanning might occur algorithmically but introduces enough uncertainty that it is possible a platform like Facebook might prioritize certain content while deemphasizing and shadowbanning other content. I9’s response also suggests that with shadowbanning as a form of content moderation, platforms arbitrate which content users might see. When platforms take on this role surreptitiously using undisclosed curatorial algorithms for social media feeds, participants appeared to assume ill intent and expressed their concerns that shadowbanning perpetuated certain platform agendas.

4.5 Shadowbanning and Marginalized Identities

Participants attributed certain instances of shadowbanning to the suppression of content created by people with marginalized identities, such as queer people and non-white people. According to some participants, discussing content related to marginalized identities, either their own or those of others, led to shadowbanning. For example, P99, a mixed race (Middle Eastern and white) nonbinary person attributed their shadowbanning to “being a Jew with a vagina and a voice.” P89, a mixed race (American Indian/Alaska Native and Hispanic/Latino) nonbinary person, reported, “I was shadowbanned on TikTok following a video I made in support of the Black Lives Matter movement.” P99 and P89 experienced shadowbanning and sought an explanation, which led to their hypotheses that the shadowbanning was related to religion, gender, and support of certain social justice movements.
Participants across different marginalized and intersecting identities reported experiencing shadowbanning. When asked about shadowbanning, I12, a Hispanic/Latinx woman, summarized, “I think anybody that isn’t a white cishet person, honestly, you know, Black, Indigenous people, people of color, posts are often taken off, I think, more than other groups. I know sex workers posts are often taken away, and they’re often shadowbanned as well, not just on Twitter and Instagram. So yeah, basically, anyone that isn’t white and cishet, or I would consider to be a marginalized group on social media.” According to I12, anyone who is not white, cisgender, and heterosexual can face shadowbanning and its detrimental effects. As in previous work on marginalized people and content moderation experiences [68], participants with certain marginalized identities found their content related to these identities and/or social justice topics were removed by platforms without seeming to violate community guidelines.

Other participants spoke strongly about feeling silenced by social media platforms due to shadowbanning. I3, an Asian (Korean American) nonbinary person, said:

I definitely have heard of shadowbanning. And I do have strong opinions about it because it’s been weaponized against many of my queer peers. People in my age group on the social media platforms that I use, having their voices restricted and muted because they’re queer or marginalized, right? They’re just being actively oppressed by shadowbanning. And that’s just a fact. I think that the scary thing about shadowbanning is that it becomes very impossible to put the word out and you’re essentially being stripped of your rights to use social media as it was intended.

I3 claimed that shadowbanning was an “active” form of oppression against queer people on social media that limited this group’s rights when using social media. The nature of shadowbanning presents a new understanding of social media “rights,” since users are not officially banned or unable to post certain content. In the case of shadowbanning, participants are still able to use social media platforms, but their potential reach and engagement is limited.

A few participants discussed potential strategies users, especially those with marginalized identities, might use to avoid shadowbanning. For example, I7, a South Asian (Indian) nonbinary person, shared:

I think that even I, when I first got community guideline violation, made a video being like, “I was trying to show off my top surgery scars, and TikTok took it down. What the heck!” And that was the first time that trans creators were like, “I’ve tried to make videos about this, but those videos get shadowbanned. Here are some of my tips.” And I was like, “Oh, cool.” … People even will call TikTok “the clock app” as to not trigger an algorithm. There are certain ways you type captions, certain ways you type your description of videos, certain ways you talk in videos, to make sure that TikTok doesn’t auto-flag you. So people were like, “I got flagged on TikTok for a community guideline violation for this reason. I don’t think I should have been, but here’s what you can do if you’re a creator like me.” But then it would get shadowbanned because they had said “TikTok” and “community guideline violation.”

I7 experienced shadowbanning for sharing information about gender affirmation surgery and other trans-related content. This presents an interesting situation where an original video about top surgery was moderated, then the creator posted a response video about the potentially unfair moderation, and then the response video seemed to be algorithmically moderated via shadowbanning for calling out the platform. Content creators on TikTok and other platforms, especially those with marginalized identities, develop and share ways to avoid automated content moderation by avoiding certain words, hashtags, or other content components leading to shadowbanning or other types of moderation [3, 30]. I7 shared one such strategy - calling TikTok “the clock app.” Another
such example that I1, a Black woman, provided was the use of “yt people” instead of “white people” to avoid suspected shadowbanning when using the latter. Users also noticed that criticisms of TikTok were shadowbanned and developed new strategies for criticism that use different words that are not being algorithmically filtered.

Participants’ experiences show how marginalized communities are adapting to avoid shadow-banning while discussing their identities, social justice, and other related topics – but should they have to? Currently, the onus falls on users to create strategies around content moderation. I15, a Black woman, suggested: “I think first of all, all the stuff about shadowbanning and not promoting queer people, people of color, whatever, all of that just needs to stop period. That’s definitely a large problem.” In the following discussion, we present recommendations to alleviate this pressure put on users and ways to mitigate harms caused by shadowbanning.

5 DISCUSSION

In this Discussion, we situate participant folk theorizations about shadowbanning in existing literature and frame some of these theories and strategies as algorithmic resistance to platforms. We contribute collaborative algorithm investigation as a new framework for understanding collectively shared information about how platform algorithms function. We discuss outcomes of shadowbanning in relation to its impacts on participants. Finally, we make design and policy recommendations for addressing shadowbanning and the harm it causes to participants and other social media users.

5.1 Shadowbanning Folk Theorization, Algorithmic Resistance, and Collaborative Algorithm Investigation

Participants’ increased awareness of shadowbanning led some to feel the need to prove that shadowbanning occurred to them. Shadowbanning purposefully remains “in the shadows” as a content moderation technique and suppresses users’ content without notifying them. Platforms deny the existence of shadowbanning [52, 88, 98, 114], yet participants reported its existence and proposed methods for determining that shadowbanning occurred. In what follows, we situate these shadowbanning experiences and possible methods for proving its occurrence within current folk theory literature. Shadowbanning folk theories have particular import for marginalized people in our sample who described feeling that shadowbanning related to their marginalized identities. Participants discussed “the algorithm” and the algorithmic processes of platforms and their content moderation strategies with a level of certainty despite no official notification from platforms and without official knowledge of how the algorithm actually works. Their folk theorizations about shadowbanning often relied on information they learned from other users. For example, some participants knew about shadowbanning because content creators they followed talked about being shadowbanned. This type of collective theorization fits into Bishop’s [14] theory of algorithmic gossip, in which knowledge about algorithms and their visibility is communally and socially informed. Algorithmic gossip is one way to spread “algorithmic lore” [14, 89] about how a platform’s algorithms function without actual proprietary knowledge to confirm the algorithmic techniques used. In the unique case of shadowbanning, the spread of algorithmic gossip about shadowbanning led participants to direct action. For instance, in a sort of “algorithmic audit,” [119], participants used what they gathered via algorithmic gossip about shadowbanning to identify if it occurred or try to stop it with techniques they learned about elsewhere online, such as monitoring view counts or asking followers to confirm if content appeared in the followers’ feeds. Collective gossip and knowledge sharing led to collective actions.

Marginalized social media users employ collective action related to shadowbanning as a form of algorithmic resistance against platforms [45, 141]. Developing ways to evade detection by refraining from certain hashtags resists the hidden nature of shadowbanning. The algorithmic gossip [14] that
highlights shadowbanning and brings light to this content moderation type might also function as a resistance measure against platforms’ power and black box gaslighting [34]. We introduce the concept of collaborative algorithm investigation to describe social media users’ willingness to investigate and test each others’ algorithmic folk theories and report findings to one another. The participants quoted in section 4.2.1 each describe examples where they provided or received assistance to/from other marginalized social media users, as a way of collectively attempting to understand how algorithmic shadowbanning may be impacting them. Collaborative algorithm investigation draws from Bishop’s concept of algorithmic gossip, which describes the collaborative process in which social media users “formulate and sustain algorithmic expertise” [14]. Collaborative algorithm investigation extends algorithmic gossip to highlight the collective, charitable, reciprocal nature participants expressed when attempting to identify, prove, and/or evade shadowbanning and other forms of content suppression. Reliance on others for determining and possibly exposing or preventing shadowbanning arose out of necessity and a desire to make sense of irregularities in social media engagement.

Participants’ algorithmic lore about shadowbanning often included collaborative algorithm investigation. Through exploring not only the content of shadowbanning folk theories users create, but also how they create these theories, we found users employing various forms of collaboration and collective theory building to attempt to define and prove shadowbanning and its occurrences. In the case of shadowbanning, collaborative algorithm investigation involved attempts to prove shadowbanning, such as commenting on others’ posts if users could or could not view certain content. We consider collaborative algorithm investigation to be one type of resistance strategy against platforms. Users not only develop and spread folk theories but rely on one another to test and confirm or deny their theories. Users often strive to make sense of interactions with technologies despite a dearth of important contextual and causal information [65, 125, 126]. Similarly, we found that users collaboratively theorize their interactions with the platform, despite the platform remaining opaque and providing no additional information to aid in this sense-making process. In the absence of explanations from the platforms and within the context of opaque algorithms, users relied primarily on other users, and the spirit of reciprocity, to develop and test folk theories. Using folk theories and these strategies, however, led some participants to qualify responses about shadowbanning with hesitancy and uncertainty. Without clear statements from platforms, shadowbanning folk strategies and algorithmic gossip will always be tinged with uncertainty. The onus also unfairly shifts to users, who must learn about these folk theories and strategies to evade shadowbanning and deploy them without clear guidelines about how and why content is shadowbanned. Thus, collaborative algorithm investigation is an important concept for social computing researchers and social media platforms to understand, so that we can further study and theorize marginalized social media users’ social media practices under uncertainty.

5.2 Outcomes of Shadowbanning

People with marginalized identities had some of the strongest reactions to suspected shadowbanning and expressed their feelings of being silenced for posting content related to these identities. Shadowbanning led users to feel discouraged and almost betrayed by the platform for not even validating this secretive content moderation they believe they experienced. Cotter’s [34] use of shadowbanning as an example of black box gaslighting seems quite appropriate based on our findings. Shadowbanning denial by platforms (see Table 4, Appendix A) disregards social media users’ lived experiences. However, as we have shown, users do notice problems with platform algorithms. Prior work (in non-academic outlets) has shown that shadowbanning and the alleged algorithmic processes behind it perpetuate racism [53], sexism [30, 31], ableism [17, 85, 111, 117], and discrimination against LGBTQ+ users [17, 51, 114]. Participants in this study confirmed these
prior reports when they shared similar experiences about when their content related to their own marginalized identities or to social justice causes faced shadowbanning. Trans participants had content about trans healthcare or media featuring scars from top surgery shadowbanned. A participant criticizing anti-LGBTQIA+ policies in India felt purposefully silenced when this content was shadowbanned. Participants who posted about topics related to their marginalized identities and then faced shadowbanning seemed to receive a clear message from platforms: the platform purposefully created a space where those identities were not seen or heard from through shadowbanning. Whether or not platforms continue to deny shadowbanning, marginalized users believe it is happening and experience real impacts. These impacts included anger and frustration, discouragement, loss of financial opportunities, and loss of followers and other engagement forms. Some participants sought to find ways around shadowbanning but others channeled their discouragement and frustration differently by using platforms less or considering leaving altogether.

5.3 Design and Policy Implications

We present several recommendations for addressing shadowbanning and the harms that participants described. These recommendations fall into two major categories: design recommendations and policy recommendations. Our design recommendations focus on specific technical features and possible solutions that social media platforms might enact to combat the shadowbanning’s detrimental effects experienced by participants. Policy recommendations instruct social media platforms how to update their current content moderation policies to improve users’ online experiences related to possible shadowbanning. The authors developed these recommendations in a collaborative process with our research team based on categorizing and discussing survey and interview participants’ experiences.

5.3.1 Design Recommendations: Increased Transparency and Communication. Participants lacked access to specific information from platforms about their metrics and created their theories about shadowbanning to make sense of the content moderation occurring. As noted above, platforms deny shadowbanning’s existence [26, 32, 52, 98, 137], but users such as our participants believe they experience shadowbanning and similar types of content suppression on social media. Social media companies are not clear or transparent about the algorithms they use to determine which content to promote or suppress [74, 98, 135, 145]. We recommend platforms implement design changes to improve transparency so users do not need to rely on folk theories but can definitively prove that something odd is happening with their content engagement, and determine if platforms are shadowbanning. Access to definitive metrics about view counts and engagement over time for creators would allow them to better track potential dips in engagement due to shadowbanning. Some platforms offer some individual metrics, such as Tweet Analytics, or offer more advanced metrics tools to influencers and businesses. Third party apps also exist to monitor metrics. These strategies, however, require users to track or monitor metrics for individual posts or find third party apps to do this. Platforms building infrastructure for monitoring metrics across time alleviates some of the burden on users. Allowing users to track engagement metrics across similar content posted by others might also help to definitively prove shadowban or at least indicate that something suspicious is happening with the algorithm. For instance, two users with similar followings might be able to compare their videos in support of Black Lives Matter using #BLM to learn if one user’s post has drastically lower engagement numbers. While platforms are unlikely to implement these strategies because they may surface unfavorable insights, transparency is nonetheless an important way forward, and would help to improve trust and goodwill between platforms and users.

By denying shadowbanning, platforms retroactively address the topic when instances of alleged shadowbanning gain public attention, instead of listening to user concerns about shadowbanning
as it occurs [5, 26, 29]. Participants in our study discussed the lack of communication from platforms about shadowbanning. To address this, we propose design suggestions for platforms to increase opportunities for communication with platforms at the individual user level. Platforms could implement reporting mechanisms specifically for instances of suspected shadowbanning in addition to the usual post reporting features. Users suspect that shadowbanning occurs as a form of algorithmic content moderation [8, 18, 34]. Platforms might implement notification systems to tell users if a post was flagged for deprioritization in newsfeeds by algorithmic detection or due to reporting by other users. As part of increased communication, platforms can also implement reporting features for users to upload and explain why they believe shadowbanning is occurring, and even appeal the shadowbanning. These design changes would require platforms to interact directly with users rather than quietly suppressing content, and could help validate marginalized users’ concerns at the individual level.

5.3.2 Policy Recommendations: Increased Transparency and Communication. Next, we recommend policy improvements for platforms to address suspected shadowbanning instances and better support the harm users face. Increased transparency of content moderation practices at both the individual and platform level could contribute to increased understanding and accountability of platform content moderation practices for social media users [127]. In the case of shadowbanning and black box gaslighting [34] by platforms, publicly acknowledging shadowbanning is the first policy recommendation we suggest. Platforms’ hesitancy to name and validate shadowbanning neglects the very real experiences of users, particularly marginalized social media users like participants in our study. Admitting outright that shadowbanning occurs might not be a realistic expectation from platforms. However, validating user experiences and admitting that many, often marginalized, users face something akin to the practice of shadowbanning would seem to at least begin addressing the distrust and frustration users (such as the participants in this study) describe feeling when faced with shadowbanning.

Better communication with users about shadowbanning might also improve users’ experiences on social media platforms. Many participants in our study reported that they would not know they are shadowbanned until being alerted by followers or developing their own theories and tests based on engagement. If platforms do believe that some content falls into moderation grey areas [68] and that this leads them to deprioritize users’ content without fully removing it from the platform [6, 74, 93, 135], then increased communication would at least allow users to know their content fell into a grey area. Rather than secretly suppressing content, platforms should openly tell users if their content falls into a grey area or is deemed to be borderline content. Rather than forcing users to develop these theories of shadowbanning and possible resistance, platforms could communicate with users and definitively inform them why algorithmic content moderation tools flagged a certain post. For example, in response to shadowbanning pole dancing on Instagram [5, 7], the platform could have alerted users who posted pole dancing content that certain hashtags led to not being shown on the Explore page. This policy recommendation goes hand in hand with our design recommendations.

We also recommend that platforms create dedicated shadowbanning response teams or similar internal groups devoted to understanding this type of content moderation and its impacts on users. Devoting resources and time to developing shadowbanning response teams might force companies to acknowledge that their algorithms impact users in this specific way. A shadowbanning response team or similar entity at social media platforms could implement and address shadowbanning appeal processes, and also help with outreach to those harmed by shadowbanning. Amongst participants in our study, shadowbanning led to further distrust of platforms. We recommend that these shadowbanning teams reach out directly to those impacted previously by shadowbanning,
or what they believe to be shadowbanning, with an emphasis on marginalized communities. Incorporating those who experienced shadowbanning into platform response efforts would validate these negative online experiences that platforms previously denied. In this effort platforms also must take shadowbanning folk theories as stemming from experiences of (often marginalized) users and potential biases of their algorithms rather than dismissing shadowbanning altogether.

5.4 Limitations
Shadowbanning as a type of content moderation is difficult to study because we cannot definitively prove its existence through qualitative research with social media users. In this paper, social media users’ experiences led to their beliefs in shadowbanning. Participants thought they experienced shadowbanning and content suppression in this way. In some instances, they also believed they could prove its existence. We cannot definitively prove shadowbanning’s existence without access to platform algorithms. As presented in Table 4 (Appendix A), platforms deny shadowbanning as a content moderation strategy, but this might be a claim they cannot fully confirm as platform algorithms impact user experiences in unforeseen ways [86]. The social media companies themselves might not actually know what their algorithms are doing to users’ content [86]. There is also a gap between what actually occurs on social media and what social media users believe occurs [138]. Whether shadowbanning does or does not occur at the platform’s technical level, participant perceptions about the platform and the algorithm are what matter to us as social media researchers [138]. In this paper, we only analyzed data from participants who answered “Yes” when we asked if they had personally experienced shadowbanning, excluding those who answered “I’m not sure.” Given shadowbanning’s ambiguous nature, engaging with social media users who are unsure if they have experienced it is an interesting area for future research.

5.5 Future Directions in Shadowbanning
The previous recommendations work “within” the structures of social media companies and would generally require social media companies to acknowledge shadowbanning or at least that users experience something akin to it, often related to their marginalized identities. In the immediate future while companies continue to deny shadowbanning [52, 88], resources such as Don’t Delete Art’s Resource Center [41] accept the current social media platforms as they are and work with users to address shadowbanning within this reality. The website hosts a gallery for artists to display art previously banned from social media platforms and discuss their content moderation experiences. There is also a Resource Center with tips about avoiding content moderation before posting artwork and an “Appeals” page with information on appealing content moderation decisions across different platforms. On a similar note, our research team is currently developing an online help center for those with marginalized identities to both demystify the content moderation process and provide strategies for appealing unfair or opaque content moderation, such as shadowbanning.

6 CONCLUSION
We examined marginalized people’s experiences with shadowbanning on social media platforms, and described how they construct folk theories to make sense of these experiences. We contribute a revised definition for shadowbanning to better encompass participants’ experiences and provide recommendations to demystify shadowbanning and help to address some of the inequities it involves. We extend previous folk theory literature in our discussion of participant experiences with shadowbanning and attempts to prove shadowbanning, and contribute the concept collaborative algorithm investigation to describe the collaborative testing of algorithmic folk theories about social media platforms. We then discuss the consequences of shadowbanning with particular focus on users with marginalized identities.
As platforms continue to deny shadowbanning, users will continue to distrust platforms because they deny people’s online lived experiences. We hope this paper validates experiences of participants and other social media users facing shadowbanning and leads social media platforms to acknowledge shadowbanning and the harms it causes. Cardi B might not receive a clear answer or solution to her shadowbanning plea [22], but we imagine a future where platforms take concerns about shadowbanning seriously and address them directly.
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7 APPENDIX

A PLATFORM RESPONSES TO SHADOWBANNING

Table 4. Platforms' Most Recent Known Public Responses to Shadowbanning and Deprioritization of Certain Social Media Content (at the time of this writing)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Platform Response to Shadowbanning</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>“We do not shadow ban. You are always able to see the tweets from accounts you follow (although you may have to do more work to find them, like go directly to their profile). And we certainly don’t shadow ban based on political viewpoints or ideology.”</td>
<td>Twitter Blogs blogpost about shadowbanning (or alleged lack thereof) from the company</td>
<td>July 26, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>“People are asking us if we shadow ban. We don’t. Read more to get all the facts.”</td>
<td>Official Twitter account in a tweet with a link to the company’s Shadow-banning blog post</td>
<td>July 26, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>“We build our policies and rules with a principle of impartiality: objective criteria, rather than on the basis of bias, prejudice, or preferring the benefit to one person over another for improper reasons … In the spirit of accountability and transparency: recently we failed our intended impartiality. Our algorithms were unfairly filtering 600,000 accounts, including some members of Congress, from our search auto-complete and latest results. We fixed it.”</td>
<td>Former Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey testifying before Congress about shadowbanning</td>
<td>September 5, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>“Does Twitter shadow ban? Let’s discuss this one up-front. Simply put, we don’t shadow ban! Ever. We do rank Tweets to create a more relevant experience for you, however, and you’re always able to see Tweets from people you follow. Check out our company blog post for more details.”</td>
<td>Answer to a question at the company’s Twitter Help Center</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>“Twitter is working on a software update that will show your true account status, so you know clearly if you’ve been shadowbanned, the reason why and how to appeal.”</td>
<td>Twitter CEO Elon Musk announcing the development of a feature that can inform users if they are shadowbanned</td>
<td>Dec. 8, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>“Today we discussed how Instagram is working to ensure that the content we recommend to people is both safe and appropriate for the community. We have begun reducing the spread of posts that are inappropriate but do not go against Instagram’s Community Guidelines, limiting those types of posts from being recommended on our Explore and hashtag pages. For example, a sexually suggestive post will still appear in Feed if you follow the account that posts it, but this type of content may not appear for the broader community in Explore or hashtag pages.”</td>
<td>Meta News Release</td>
<td>April 10, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Shadowbanning is not a thing. Someone follows you on Instagram, your photos and videos can show up in their feed if they keep using their feed and being in Explore is not guaranteed for anyone. Sometimes you get lucky. Sometimes you won’t.” [88]

“While some posts on Instagram may not go against our Community Guidelines, they might not be appropriate for our global community, and we’ll limit those types of posts from being recommended on Explore and hashtag pages. For example, a sexually suggestive post will still appear in Feed if you follow the account that posts it, but this type of content may not appear for the broader community in Explore and hashtag pages.” [74]

“People often accuse us of “shadowbanning” or silencing them. It’s a broad term that people use to describe many different experiences they have on Instagram. We recognize that we haven’t always done enough to explain why we take down content when we do, what is recommendable and what isn’t, and how Instagram works more broadly. As a result, we understand people are inevitably going to come to their own conclusions about why something happened, and that those conclusions may leave people feeling confused or victimized. That’s never our intention, and we’re working hard on improvements here. We also manage millions of reports a day, which means making a mistake on even a small percentage of those reports affects thousands of people. We also hear that people consider their posts getting fewer likes or comments as a form of ‘shadowbanning.’ We can’t promise you that you’ll consistently reach the same amount of people when you post. The truth is most of your followers won’t see what you share, because most look at less than half of their Feed. But we can be more transparent about why we take things down when we do, work to make fewer mistakes – and fix them quickly when we do – and better explain how our systems work. We’re developing better in-app notifications so people know in the moment why, for instance, their post was taken down, and exploring ways to let people know when what they post goes against our Recommendations Guidelines.” [98]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>“A number of hashtags, including #poledancenation and #polemaniabr, were blocked in error and have now been restored. We apologise for the mistake. Over a billion people use Instagram every month, and operating at that size means mistakes are made – it is never our intention to silence members of our community.” [4][112]</td>
<td>July 31, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook spokesperson in an email to Carolina at the blog “Blogger on Pole” in regard to hiding posts containing hashtags related to pole dancing on Instagram.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>“We understand users have experienced issues with our hashtag search that caused posts to not be surfaced. We are continuously working on improvements to our system with the resources available. When developing content, we recommend focusing on your business objective or goal rather than hashtags. Having a growth strategy that targets the right audience is essential to success on Instagram. Good content on Instagram is simply good creative. And it follows the same three creative principles you’d apply to any marketing channel: - Have a distinct visual presence: Include your logo, an iconic brand element, a brand color or even a product you’re known for to make your content distinct and easily recognizable for the community. - Be a storyteller: Tell a story that supports your business goal. Whether you want to raise awareness or increase sales of a specific product, make sure the imagery and copy the latter up to your main goal. - Put thought into your creative: Be well crafted to stand out. This doesn’t mean you need to build additional content for Instagram. It just means you need to put as much love and care into the content to inspire as you do in your business. We truly appreciate your understanding and patience in this matter.” [49](Instagram for Business, 2017)</td>
<td>February 28, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post by the Instagram for Business account on Facebook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>“We know that some people are experiencing issues uploading and viewing stories. This is a widespread global technical issue not related to any particular topic and we’re fixing it right now. We’ll provide an update as soon as we can.” [75]</td>
<td>May 6, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet from the Instagram Comms official account in response to suppression of content showing the Israeli government’s continued violence against Palestinians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>“Today we are adding new transparency tools so that you can see whether or not your photos and videos are recommended in places like “Explore.” ...What we’ve added is [a feature that shows] whether or not your account can be recommended in places like “Explore.” If you’ve posted things that violate our &quot;Recommendation Guidelines&quot;... you can end up in a state where your content won’t be recommended. You can edit that content, delete that content, or appeal if you disagree.” [99]</td>
<td>Instagram post from Adam Mosseri, Instagram CEO, introducing a feature allowing Instagram users to see whether Instagram has flagged their content for violating “Recommendation Guidelines”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>“YouTube doesn’t shadowban channels. It’s possible the video was flagged by our systems as potentially violative and needs to be reviewed first before it shows up in search, etc. Note that reviews are taking longer since we have limited teams due to COVID-19.” [133]</td>
<td>@TeamYouTube Twitter Account in response to Tweet Thread about shadowbanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>“Thanks for reaching out – YouTube doesn’t shadowban accounts. If you’re referring to live chats not working for owners and moderators, we’ve seen similar reports and are working on a fix. We’ll reach back out once we have more info to share.” [131]</td>
<td>@TeamYouTube Twitter Account in response to Tweet Thread about shadowbanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>“We don’t shadowban channels, but it’s possible the video was flagged by our systems as potentially violating guidelines. It may not show up in search, etc. before it’s reviewed. Since we have limited workforce due to COVID-19, reviews are taking longer.” [132]</td>
<td>@TeamYouTube Twitter Account in response to Tweet Thread about shadowbanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>“We train AI systems to detect borderline content so we can distribute that content less.” [145]</td>
<td>Mark Zuckerberg discussing deprioritization of borderline content in “A Blueprint for Content Governance and Enforcement”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>“We also deploy several approaches to reduce the prevalence of violating content, such as: removing accounts, Pages, Groups and events for violating our Community Standards or Guidelines; filtering problematic Groups, Pages and content from recommendations across our services; or reducing the distribution of likely violating content or content borderline to our Community Standards.” [35]</td>
<td>Statement from Meta about Facebook reducing distribution of “borderline” content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>“There is no policy that is 'shadow banning,' so I think it’s sort of a slang term... that maybe refers to some of the demotions [of posts] that we’re talking about... [If a post] is marked as false by a fact-checker, it will get somewhat less shown... but if there’s some history within a page, then there can be some kind of broader policy that applies.” [129]</td>
<td>Business Insider’s summary of Mark Zuckerberg’s statements made on the Joe Rogan Podcast regarding the de-prioritization of content on Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>“Our TikTok Creator Marketplace protections, which flag phrases typically associated with hate speech, were erroneously set to flag phrases without respect to word order. We recognize and apologize for how frustrating this was to experience, and our team is working quickly to fix this significant error. To be clear, Black Lives Matter does not violate our policies and currently has over 27 billion views on our platform” [29]</td>
<td>TikTok spokesperson to Insider Magazine in response to claims of suppressing Black Lives Matter content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>“This approach was never intended to be a long-term solution and although we had a good intention, we realised that it was not the right approach” [85]</td>
<td>TikTok spokesperson to Netzpolitik in response to leaked documents claiming that TikTok moderators were instructed to suppress the content of disabled, queer, and/or fat users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>“Early on, in response to an increase in bullying on the app, we implemented a blunt and temporary policy. While the intention was good, the approach was wrong and we have long since changed the earlier policy in favor of more nuanced anti-bullying policies and in-app protections.” [111]</td>
<td>TikTok spokesperson to The Verge in response to leaked documents claiming that TikTok moderators were instructed to suppress the content of disabled, queer, and/or fat users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>“On May 19, Black creators and allies took an important stance in changing their profile pictures and connecting on the platform to speak out against how they feel the Black community has been marginalized on TikTok. And at the height of a raw and painful time, last week a technical glitch made it temporarily appear as if posts uploaded using #BlackLivesMatter and #GeorgeFloyd would receive 0 views. This was a display issue only that widely affected hashtags at large, and powerful videos with the #BlackLivesMatter hashtag continued to be uploaded, viewed, and engaged with – in fact, videos with these hashtags have currently generated well over 2 billion views, which is a testament to their importance to and resonance among our community. Nevertheless, we understand that many assumed this bug to be an intentional act to suppress the experiences and invalidate the emotions felt by the Black community. And we know we have work to do to regain and repair that trust.” [106]</td>
<td>Statement from TikTok leadership in response to claims of suppression of content using #BlackLivesMatter and #GeorgeFloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>“Since users spend most of their time exploring their For You feeds, last week we also took an important step in providing insight into our recommendation system to help users understand their options for shaping their unique experience. We want to be open about the inherent challenges recommendation systems face and how we work to protect against bias. Our teams are intent on developing ethical machine learning processes that reflect inclusivity and diversity, but we know there’s work to be done in this area and we are committed to further research and investment toward that goal.” [107]</td>
<td>TikTok Progress report from the company in relation to their statement about the suppression of Black creators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>“One of the inherent challenges with recommendation engines is that they can inadvertently limit your experience – what is sometimes referred to as a “filter bubble.” By optimizing for personalization and relevance, there is a risk of presenting an increasingly homogenous stream of videos. This is a concern we take seriously as we maintain our recommendation system.” [135]</td>
<td>Statement from TikTok about how their algorithmic For You Page works and can prioritize or suppress certain content on one’s individual page</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B Survey and Interview Instruments

This appendix only includes parts of the survey and interview that were included in this paper’s analysis. Several survey questions were adapted from OnlineCensorship.org [105] and Myers West [101].

#### B.1 Shadowbanning survey questions

1. Within the last year, have you personally experienced shadowbanning on social media site? [Yes; No; I’m not sure]
2. On which social media platform(s) did the shadowbanning occur? [list of social media sites, multiple options possible]
(3) Please describe your experience with shadowbanning. [open-ended]
(4) Why do you think the shadowban happened? [open-ended]

B.2 Shadowbanning interview questions
Interviews were semi-structured, so in addition to these questions, we asked follow-up questions and focused on aspects of shadowbanning experiences most salient to participants.

(1) Have you ever heard of shadowbanning?
(2) Is this something you have experienced or seen on social media?
(3) Can you tell us more about this experience? How did you know that shadowbanning was happening?